NOTES:
1. CONSTRUCT DRIVEWAY PER FLORIDA D.O.T. INDEX 515.
2. VEHICULAR GUARDPOSTS ARE NOT SHOWN. PROVIDE GUARDPOSTS AS REQUIRED BY WATER METER DETAIL AND SITE.
3. DRIVEWAY ORIENTATION TO BE AS APPROVED BY THE COUNTY.
4. MAINTENANCE ACCESS SHALL BE INCLUDED IN COUNTY UTILITY EASEMENT.
5. IF ROADWAY CURB EXISTS, PROVIDE CONCRETE TRANSITION ONTO DRIVEWAY.

CONCRETE FOUNDATION (TYP) LENGTH AND WIDTH AS REQUIRED BY METER ASSEMBLY, 6" THICK REINFORCED 6 X 6 10/10 WELDED WIRE MESH

INSTALL IN-LINE GATE VALVE AT PROPERTY LINE OR RIGHT-OF-WAY LINE

WATER METER ASSEMBLY

GRASS DRIVEWAY OVER 6" COMPACTED LIMEROCK (ALTERNATE DRIVEWAY = 1-1/2" ASPHALT OVER LIMEROCK)

(2) BOLLARDS WITH SS EYE BOLTS, SS CHAIN WITH SNAP ENDS REQUIRED ONLY WITH ALTERNATE ASPHALT DRIVEWAY (SEE ABOVE)

RIGHT-OF-WAY

EDGE OF PAVEMENT

MAINTENANCE DRIVEWAY FOR WATER METERS 3" AND LARGER
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